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Could You Pass the Conversion Test - Section #1 - Weekday Living:

Section #1 - Weekday Living - Class #13 Brachos (Blessings) - Part 6 - Multiple Foods

MULTIPLE FOODS: 

Sequence of Brachos - Two Foods with the Same Brocha: 

1. When eating two foods that have the same bracha, e.g. an apple and a pear that 
both require Ha'aitz, one bracha covers both foods. So in determining which food 
to actually say the bracha over (and consequently which food to eat first), the 
principle is: Say the bracha over the more important of the two foods, 
thereby expressing more honor for the bracha. "Importance" is determined 
based on the following factors:  

2. Seven Species: If one of the foods is of the seven species in praise of the Land 
of Israel (wheat, barley, olives, dates, grapes, figs, pomegranates) , the bracha 
should be recited over that food. So when faced with a bowl of grapes and 
cherries, say Ha'aitz on the grapes since they are of the seven species. 

3. If both foods are of the seven species, the bracha should be said based on the 
following order of priority: wheat, barley, olives, dates, grapes, figs, 
pomegranates. So when it comes to grapes and olives, say the bracha on the 
olives, because they are mentioned closer to "land" than grapes. (see Devarim 
8,8)

a land of 1)wheat and 2)barley, 3)vines and 4)figs and  
5) pomegranates, a land of 6)oil producing olives and 7)honey 

  
אֶֶרץ חִּטָה ּוׂשְעָֹרה וְגֶפֶן ּותְאֵנָה וְִרּמֹון אֶֶרץ זֵית ׁשֶמֶן ּוְדבָׁש:

4. Shalem: When the seven species is not a factor (if nether fruit is from the seven 
species or both fruits are the same specie), If one of the foods is “Shalem” - 
complete (i.e. whole and unbroken), and the other is not, the bracha should be 
recited on the one that is complete. So if you open a package of cookies and find 
that some are broken, make sure to say a bracha on one that is whole. Similarly, 
if there is an orange which is quartered and a whole apple, you should say a 
bracha on the apple. 

5. Chaviv: If the seven species is not an issue, and shalem is also not an issue 
(either because both foods are complete, or neither is complete), the bracha 
should be recited on the food that you generally prefer (chaviv). So if you have 
a whole apple and a whole peach, say a bracha on whatever is your favorite.

6. If you generally like both foods equally, the bracha should be said on the food 
that you currently desire more.

7. Larger: If the seven species, shalem and chaviv are all not factors. For example, 
you want to eat two apples, and they are both whole? Or if you want to eat two 
slices of apples? In that case, you should say the bracha on the larger piece, 
since that is considered more important.

8. In Summary, when two foods have the same bracha, the order of priority is: 1) 
seven species, 2) shalem, 3) chaviv, 4) larger.
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9. Pas Haba B'Kisnin is a more important "mezonos" food than Ma'aseh Kedeira. 

For example, if you want to eat both crackers and spaghetti, you would say the 
bracha Mezonos on the crackers -- even if the crackers are not  Shalem, and 
even if the spaghetti is chaviv.

10.  All the above laws of sequence apply only when: you want to eat both of these 
different foods now, and in terms of culinary tastes, it doesn't matter to you 
which food you begin with. So if you want to start with a fruit, you can go 
ahead and first say the bracha on the fruit before eating crackers. Or if you are 
very thirsty, you can say Shehakol on some water before eating salad.

Sequence of Brachos - Two Foods Requiring Different Brachos:

1. When eating two foods that require different brachos, the more specific bracha 
is recited first. The order of precedence for brachos is: 1)Hamotzee, 2)Mezonos, 
3)Ha’gofen, 4)Ha’aitz/Ha’adama, and 5)Shehakol.

2. The brachos of  Ha'aitz and Ha'adama are considered to be equally specific. 
Therefore, when you have two foods -- Ha'aitz and Ha'adama –the following 
priority of criteria is used to determine which bracha to say first: 1) shalem, 2) 
chaviv, 3) seven species, 4) Ha’aitz.

Including Other Foods in A Brocha  When Eating a Snack:

1. A bracha includes whatever foods you intended to eat at the time you said 
the bracha.

2. Therefore, if you say Ha'aitz on an apple, the bracha is effective on whatever 
additional Ha'aitz foods you intend to eat. If you intend on eating only one apple, 
then the bracha covers only that apple. Whereas if you intend to eat other foods 
whose bracha is Ha'aitz, they are covered by the original bracha as well. 

3. If you had no specific intent when making the original bracha, and you now 
decide to eat another Ha'aitz food, is a new bracha required? In certain situations 
we assume that -- even though you had no explicit intention -- your mind is also 
on other foods; therefore they are included in the original bracha and do not 
require a bracha of their own…..

4. a) If the second food you want to eat is the exact same food as what you said a 
bracha on, no new bracha is required. So if you said Ha'aitz on an apple, and 
want another apple, no new bracha is necessary.

5. b) If there is food in front of you when you recite a bracha is covered by that 
bracha, even if you were not consciously thinking of it when you said the bracha, 
no new bracha is necessary. Therefore, anything that is already prepared and out 
on the table can be assumed to have been in your mind when you said a bracha.

6. On the other hand, if the food was in another room, or in the fridge or pantry, it is 
not covered by your original bracha.

7. c) If some of the original food remains when the second food is brought out, 
and they are of the same "type," no new bracha is necessary. If you say a bracha 
on a bowl of pretzels, for example, and before the pretzels are finished you bring 
out (or decide that you're going to eat) another food that requires the same 
bracha -- e.g. crackers -- no bracha is required on the crackers.
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8. A food that serves a different purpose (e.g. a solid food vs. a beverage, a main 

course vs. dessert) is not covered even if it is brought out before the original food 
is finished. If you say a bracha on tuna fish, and then you bring out a glass of 
juice, you must say Shehakol before drinking. And if you then decide to bring out 
some ice cream for dessert, you must say Shehakol again.

Including Other Foods in A Brocha  When Eating a Meal:

1. Any foods or drinks that are normally brought out during the course of a meal 
are covered by brachos said at the beginning of the meal.

2. This is not only true of a proper meal, but even a snack that is eaten in a set 
manner, e.g. a group sitting around a table eating fruits. Any other fruits brought 
out are covered by the original bracha. If that is your usual practice, then it is 
considered as "intent" -- even if the second food was not in front of you at the 
time of the bracha, and even if none of the original food remains.

3. Similarly, in societies where people always drink something with the meal, we 
assume that drinks are coming, and the bracha on the food covers the drinks.

4. Notwithstanding all that was said above; a bracha on a less important food does 
not cover a more important food, unless you explicitly have it in mind. For 
example, if you say a bracha on a cookie made of oats, it will not cover a cookie 
made of wheat. (Although both are of the seven species, wheat is more 
"important" than oats, since it comes first in the verse Deut. 8:8.)

5. A guest's brachos cover any food that he is served. This is true even if the guest 
has no specific intention about what his bracha is meant to cover.

6. Obviously these laws can be quite complex; therefore, it is recommended that 
whenever saying a bracha, you have explicit intent to cover any food or 
drink requiring that bracha.

7. If you specifically intend not to eat a particular food, the bracha does not apply to 
that food, if you change your mind later on.

8. Similarly, if, after saying a bracha, you suddenly acquire a new food in an 
unanticipated fashion, a new bracha is required.


